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Sub.: Amendment No. 02- amendment in Para 702.1 and 703 of IRVM-2018

Ministry of Railways (Railway Board) have decided to amend Indian Railway Vigilance Manual (2018 edition) by way of modification/addition/deletion as per Correction Slip No. 02. The changes made are enclosed for information.

DA: As above

(Srinivas Malladi)
Director Vigilance Engg(I)
Railway Board
Amendment No. 2

Indian Railway Vigilance Manual (2018 edition)

(A) Para 702.1(iii) which reads as

"all vigilance cases closed without action during last 10 years (only for SA Grade and above officers)"

stands deleted.

(B) Addition of Para 703.2 after Para 703.1 as follows

"Para 703.2: Vigilance history shall not include cases, closed without action by CVC/CVO due to absence of vigilance angle."